
From: James E. Enstrom <jenstrom@ucla.edu> 

Date: Wed, Aug 11, 2021 at 9:30 AM 

Subject: Perfect NASEM Storm re EPA: Zigler-Dominici-Bero vs. Enstrom 

To: Corwin M. Zigler <cory.zigler@austin.utexas.edu> 

 
August 11, 2021 

Corwin M. Zigler, PhD 
Associate Professor of Statistics and Data Sciences 
University of Texas at Austin 
cory.zigler@austin.utexas.edu 
  
Re:  Perfect NASEM Storm re EPA:  Zigler-Dominici-Bero vs. Enstrom 

Dear Dr. Zigler, 

I am writing because of a perfect storm involving two EPA-funded NASEM Committees: The IRIS 
Committee (https://www.nationalacademies.org/our-work/review-of-epas-iris-assessment-handbook), 
which includes you and Dr. Lisa Bero, and the NAAQS Committee 
(https://www8.nationalacademies.org/pa/projectview.aspx?key=52270 ), which includes Dr. Francine 
Dominici.  The perfect storm includes Dr. Bero, Dr. Dominici, you, me, and my extensive epidemiologic 
evidence relevant to both committees and to EPA science and regulations. 

On July 22, 2021 I submitted my evidence to the NAAQS Committee 
 (http://www.scientificintegrityinstitute.org/NASEMJEE072221.pdf) and it includes my July 8, 2021 
Review (http://scientificintegrityinstitute.org/ESTJEEAdd070821.pdf).  In summary, since May 17, 2003 I 
have published strong peer-reviewed evidence that air pollution DOES NOT CAUSE premature deaths in 
the US.  Rather than accepting the validity of my evidence or identifying errors in it, Drs. Bero and 
Dominici have played major roles in discrediting it by using unethical tactics.  Consequently, extensive 
NULL evidence by me and others has never been properly considered by EPA regarding IRIS and NAAQS.  

In particular, Dr. Bero has engaged in an 18-year defamation campaign against me and my research 
(http://www.scientificintegrityinstitute.org/BeroJEE072021.pdf) and this defamation campaign played a 
major role in the wrongful termination of my long-term UCLA faculty position 
(http://scientificintegrityinstitute.org/French052112.pdf).  Dr. Dominici has deliberately falsified the 
research record regarding air pollution deaths in the US by NEVER citing NULL findings like mine.  Also, 
she has been misusing confidential Medicare records on 69 million elderly Americans in order to 
repeatedly publish ecological epidemiology pseudoscience that is designed to influence EPA policy 
(http://www.scientificintegrityinstitute.org/NatureJEE072721.pdf). 

Thus, I request your assistance in removing Drs. Bero and Dominici from the above NASEM Committees.  
Please contact me and I will explain specific appropriate actions that you can take. 

Thank you very much for your cooperation and assistance. 

Sincerely yours, 

James E. Enstrom, PhD, MPH, FFACE 
Retired UCLA Research Professor (Epidemiology) 
President, Scientific Integrity Institute 
http://scientificintegrityinstitute.org/ 
jenstrom@ucla.edu  
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